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Derivation and Validation of a Leakage Model for Longitudinal Slits in Polyethylene Pipes

Sam Fox¹; Joby Boxall²; and Richard Collins³

Abstract: Although we do not understand the complex behavior of leaks in thick-walled plastic pipes, the ability to model them is essential to the assessment and mitigation of the real losses from drinking water–distribution systems. A methodology was followed whereby numerical and physical experimental data were used to develop a generalized model that quantified both the structural and leak dynamics of longitudinal slits in thick-walled viscoelastic pipes. The dimensionally homogeneous time- and pressure-dependent leakage model was validated using experimental data independent from the physical observations used for the viscoelastic calibration. This was shown to be an effective tool to predict the distinct short- and long-term responses. Such accurate models, which describe the characteristic response of complex leaks, are crucial in improving the understanding of leakage behavior and management. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)HY.1943-7900.0001469. This work is made available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Introduction

Real losses from water-distribution systems (WDS) that result from background leakage and bursts have a significant effect on the overall sustainability of this vital infrastructure, both economically and environmentally. Leakage statistics from 2013 showed that the level of leakage in the UK stood at 172 ML/day (Ofwat 2013). This value has remained approximately static for over a decade. The ability to assess, analyze, and mitigate the impact of such losses is dependent on the fundamental understanding of the behavior of leaks and the capability to predict their behavior. Studies such as Grevenstein and van Zyl (2006) have emphasized the need to consider the sensitivity of leakage to pressure due to the dynamic nature of the leak areas.

Plastic pipes are a popular choice for hydraulic pipelines due to their cost effectiveness. Leaks occurring in this type of pipe, particularly the longitudinal cracks/slits that are a dominant failure mode in plastic pipes, result in a complex leakage behavior due to the inherent material rheology. Quantifying the pressure-dependent structural response of the leaks in these viscoelastic pipes and the interdependence with the leak hydraulics is crucial in predicting the time- and pressure-dependent leakage and allowing accurate leak management strategies.
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Numerical Studies

Numerical simulations offer a powerful tool to explore the structural behavior of leaks. Cassa and van Zyl (2011) used finite-element analysis (FEA) to investigate the significance of various parameters in the leak behavior of longitudinal, circumferential, and spiral slits. The results compiled were used to statistically derive an equation defining the pressure-dependent change of area for each leak type and were subsequently input to a reformulation of the FAVAD model defined by May (1994). The finalized leakage model presented by van Zyl and Cassa (2014) provides an effective and simple methodology to quantify the pressure-dependent leak area and hence to predict an explicit leakage exponent value. However, the dimensionally inconsistent nature of the derived expression means that little physical meaning can be attached to the components of the predictive model.

Accurate definitions of the boundary conditions are critical to the validity of the numerical simulations, including both the fixed boundary conditions defining the degree of freedom of a given model and the variable boundary conditions (e.g., the applied loadings). Methods to simulate the pressure loading due to hydraulic conditions are well practiced (Rahman et al. 1998; Cassa and van Zyl 2008; De Miranda et al. 2012). However, there is still uncertainty regarding the magnitude and hence the significance of the slit face loading for a given leak. Such localized pressures are commonly excluded from analyses because of the uncertainty in the definition of the true pressure distribution (Takahashi 2002).

Empirical Investigations

Experimental data from real and artificial leaks have been used to verify and validate the application of leakage models (De Miranda et al. 2012; Franchini and Lanza 2014). Buckley (2007) explored the dynamic leak area of a range of different failure types including circular orifices and longitudinal slits, using a hydraulic pressurized bladder. The work provided an insight into the influence of different parameters on the leak area, in particular, the significance of the slit length for the scale of deformation. However, the work fitted linear pressure-area relationships and therefore ignored the viscoelastic behavior of PVC pipes, observable in the results.

Polyethylene Pipes

Polyethylene (PE) pipes are frequently used in the water industry due to the cost benefits offered by the inherent durability and flexibility of the material (GPS PE Pipe Systems 2014). In contrast to the typical steel, PVC, and some cast-iron pipes where the diameter-to-wall thickness ratio (D/s) is commonly greater than 20, classifying such pipes as thin-walled, PE pipes within the diameter range 20–1,000 mm are classed as thick-walled (BSI 2011). The spatially dependent cross-sectional stress distributions and the viscoelastic nature of PE result in the complex behavior of failures, primarily due to the time, temperature, and pressure dependence of the structural response. Additionally, the extrusion-based manufacturing process tends to result in the formation of residual stresses within the material due to the differential cooling of the internal and external faces (Hutar et al. 2012). The solidified external surface and the slowly cooling interior create a through-wall stress distribution. The average measured residual stresses may be simply approximated as a tensile stress on the external face and a compressive stress on the internal face in the range 2.0–5.0 MPa, with a nonlinear distribution across the wall thickness (Guan and Boot 2004; Frank et al. 2009). The residual stresses are important in quantifying the material behavior under hydraulic loading conditions and, more critically, in quantifying the structural behavior of pipe failures such as longitudinal slits.

Massari et al. (2012) presented the results from a series of physical observations of the behavior of longitudinal slits in high-density polyethylene (HDPE), emphasizing the time and pressure dependence of the localized strain around the leak. The article also demonstrated that the longitudinal slits, a common failure mode in the direction of the pipe extrusion (O’Connor 2011), demonstrate the complex leakage behavior (Massari et al. 2012). Ssozi et al. (2015) produced FEA models of the viscoelastic response of longitudinal slits and demonstrated the main impacts on slit openings in plastic pipes, namely, the dependence on the time after loading to determine the instantaneous leak area. However, there remains a need to determine all the key parameters controlling the time-dependent leakage behavior of such longitudinal slits in viscoelastic pipes, equivalent to the studies of linear elastic pipes.

Research Aim

The aim of this research was to derive a simple, dimensionally homogeneous model to quantify the dynamic leak area of stable longitudinal slits in pressurized medium-density polyethylene (MDPE) pipes. The research sought to investigate the influence of the geometrical characteristics, material properties, and internal pressure loading conditions, along with additional, more complex loading conditions. Ultimately, the research intended to validate an analytical model, integrating this pressure-dependent leak-area expression into an expression that describes the leakage behavior of this important leak type.

Research Methodology

The research methodology was to develop a generalized analytical model to describe the leakage behavior of stable longitudinal slits, built on a combination of numerical simulations and experimental data. The data presented here also appeared as part of the data used and analyzed in Fox (2015). The steps taken in this study were

1. numerical simulations of the pressure-dependent leak area in linear elastic pipes;
2. exploration of complex loading cases;
3. derivation of a simple linear elastic pressure-dependent leak area model from the simulation results;
4. calibration of the leak area model for linear viscoelastic pipe materials;
5. incorporation of the leak area model into the FAVAD equation; and
6. validation of the dynamic leakage model with independent flow measurements.

Finite-element analyses were used to empirically derive an expression based on Eq. (2) defining the pressure-dependent variable leak area of the longitudinal slits in thick-walled linear elastic pipes. In addition to the standard internal pressurization previously studied, the numerical simulations explored the effect of the slit face loading, the residual stress due to the manufacturing process, and the longitudinal pipe stresses. A simple and dimensionally homogeneous form was targeted in the analysis to provide a functional and efficient model. The experimental data of the synchronous pressure head and leak area data for the longitudinal slits in medium-density polyethylene (MDPE) were subsequently used to calibrate the time-dependent viscoelastic modulus in the
variable leak area model. The leak area model was then incorporated into Eq. (1), and it was validated against the further independent experimental leak flow data.

**Numerical Simulations of the Pressure-Dependent Leak Area in Linear Elastic Pipes: Model and Boundary Conditions**

In order to quantify the significance and the influence of a range of parameters on the structural behavior of longitudinal slits in a pressurized thick-walled pipe in an efficient and reliable manner, a three-dimensional (3D) finite-element model was created. The methodology explored a range of key parameters, which were categorized as (1) geometric configurations, (2) material properties, and (3) loading conditions, comparable to the work conducted by Cassa and van Zyl (2008) but regarding thick-walled pipes. Table 1 provides the details of the parameters investigated.

A 3D linear elastic FEA model was created, with a nominal internal pipe diameter of 50 mm, a wall thickness of 6.5 mm, and longitudinal slit dimensions of 60 mm by 1 mm (SDR11 PN16). This and all the derivatives of it were developed in the finite-element software APDL Mechanical (ANSYS Inc. 2015).

The ends of the pipe were modeled as fully constrained and the pipe length modeled as long enough that these boundary conditions did not affect the leak behavior, which was effectively unconstrained. Simulations with different end conditions and pipe lengths were run to select the boundary conditions that had insignificant effects on the dynamic leak areas relative to the localized boundary conditions. The fixed boundary conditions were used to replicate the physical boundary conditions used in the Fox et al. (2016) laboratory investigations, in order to achieve an accurate comparison and subsequent calibration of the structural behavior between the two sets of empirical data. A plane of symmetry was used to reduce the model size and consequently the required simulation time, achieved by splitting the model in half along the axial length of the pipe (z-direction) through the center of the longitudinal slit. Full- and half-pipe models were run and compared in order to confirm that this had a negligible impact on the observed dynamic leak area. The model was then fixed in the x-direction along the line of symmetry, as shown in Fig. 1.

The internal pipe pressure was simulated by applying a nodal loading, the second included the impact of residual manufacturing stresses (ANSYS Inc. 2015). A refined 3D tetrahedral-shaped element mesh focused around the leak opening using line sizing, with a minimum resolution of 2 mm (100 nodes along the slit edge), was implemented. A gradient mesh was then created adjacent to the leak, increasing in coarseness toward the pipe ends. Fig. 2 shows the final standardized mesh for the platform model.

The mesh sizing provided an efficient and accurate model to simulate the structural behavior of the specific leak type. A mesh invariance analysis (Fig. 3) showed that increasing the fineness/resolution of the developed mesh did not significantly alter the simulation solution, thus validating the developed platform model. The developed mesh size was comparable to those used in the studies presented by Cassa and van Zyl (2008) and De Miranda et al. (2012).

Each variable parameter (provided in Table 1) was then changed independently to explore its effect on the dynamic leak area; a total of 755 simulations were run. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the pipe model used in the simulations, including the applied fixed boundary conditions.

**Exploration of Complex Loading Cases**

In addition to the simple internal pressurization loading, this work analyzed three complex loading conditions. The first complex loading condition considered included the presence of a slit face loading, the second included the impact of residual manufacturing stresses in the pipe walls, and the third included an applied longitudinal stress.

**Slit Face Loading**

As the fluid exits the pipe through the slit, it applies pressure to the slit face; this additional load causes an increased opening of the slit compared with the internal pressure alone. Slit face loading varies as a function of the internal and external pressure and the external pipe burial conditions. The three load cases were simulated as potential representations of the real slit face loading based on

---

**Table 1. Summary table of finite-element analysis variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Slit length</td>
<td>(L_c)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slit width</td>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipe diameter</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.05, 0.063, 0.07, 0.08, 0.10, 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wall thickness</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.0065, 0.009, 0.0115, 0.014, 0.0165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material properties</td>
<td>Young's modulus</td>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>125, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 375, 400, 600, 800, 1,000, 3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading conditions</td>
<td>Poisson ratio</td>
<td>(\nu)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>98,100, 196,200, 294,300, 392,400, 490,500, 588,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slit face pressure</td>
<td>(P_{sl})</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>0, 294,300, 294,300 (102,400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitudinal stress</td>
<td>(\sigma_{\text{long}})</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual stress</td>
<td>(\sigma_{r})</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>0, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
specific ground conditions: Load Case A had zero loading, Load Case B had constant slit loading \( P_{\text{slit}} = 294,300 \text{ Pa} \), and Load Case C had linear gradient loading \( P_{\text{slit}} = -2.95 \times 10^7 s_n + 2.943 \times 10^5 \text{ Pa} \), where \( s_n \) is the discretized wall thickness over \( n \) steps). Fig. 4 shows an example from the results of the analysis, using a \( 20 \times 1 \text{ mm} \) slit, where the increases in the central deflection of Load Cases B and C relative to Load Case A were 12.25 and 7.28%, respectively.

The results indicated that the slit face loading was significant with respect to the change of the leak area. However, the explicit relationship between this pressure distribution and the pipe geometry and the external boundary conditions were beyond the scope of the investigation. This parameter was therefore not included in any further analysis aimed at deriving an analytical leak area model, for which a quantification of the actual slit face pressure distribution was required.

**Residual Stress**

The presence of residual stresses in the pipe walls was simulated using the residual stress distribution previously described. The leak
areas were quantified and compared with models with no residual
stress, for a range of pressures. Fig. 5 shows a selection of results
from the analyses for the 40, 60, and 80 × 1 mm slit models. The
figure shows that the residual stresses resulted in a relative offset
(reduction) of the measured leak area, which was approximately
constant for each case. In other words, the residual stress altered
the initial area, A₀, but the change of area, dA, remained constant
for simulations with and without an applied residual stress. This
result indicated that the effect of the residual stresses may be di-
rectly integrated in a leak area model by the inclusion of the initial
area, which is a function of the inherent residual stress distribution.
Consequently, the residual stress parameter was not included in the
derivation of the leak area model.

**Longitudinal Stress**

As anticipated, the longitudinal stresses were shown to have
a negligible influence on the dynamic leak area. This corre-
sponded with the findings of Cassa and van Zyl (2008). The
longitudinal stresses were therefore not included in the further
analysis.

**Derivation of a Simple Linear Elastic Pressure-Dependent Leak Area Model from Simulation Results**

The objective of the analysis was to develop a dimensionally
consistent analytical model, in a simple form, that included the
parameters from the initial FEA that were observed to have an
appreciable effect, in order to provide an efficient and practical
tool for the assessment of the pressure-dependent area of the leaks,
of the form of Eq. (2). In order to assess the impact of each param-
eter on the structural behavior, a power term–based analytical
expression was evaluated using statistical multiple regression
analysis. The power term formulation was used for the analysis,
akin to the work conducted by Cassa and van Zyl (2011). An ini-
tial analysis of the individual parameters suggested that the behav-
ior of the leak area could not be represented by a single input
parameter but rather was the coupled effect of all the significant
parameters. This was evidenced through the varying power rela-
tionships observed when individual component analyses were
undertaken, as shown, for example, in Fig. 5, where the apparent
relationship between P and the change in the leak area varied as
the leak length changed. Table 2 provides the results of the mul-
tiple regression fitting process.

The regression fit produced Eq. (3), describing the change of
the leak area with an associated R² value of 0.894; C₀ is a constant
coefficient equal to 1.87

\[
dA = C₀ \left( \frac{P^{0.973}}{E^{0.087}} \right) \left( \frac{L_v^{0.801}}{W^{0.088} \nu^{0.577} \pi^{0.049}} \right)
\]

where the symbols are as defined in Table 2. A research aim was
to achieve a dimensional homogeneous equation to quantify the
physical significance of the independent and coupled parameters.
Despite the quality of the fit of the mathematical expression, Eq. (3)
does not meet this requirement. To achieve dimensional homo-
genility, the lower-order terms (the width and Poisson ratio) were
neglected. The remaining terms were then refitted and the powers
rounded to the nearest whole number. The simplest expression
evaluated that captured the modeled behavior of the change of
area is shown in Eq. (4), demonstrating that the slit length (L_v)
and pipe wall thickness (s) are the most important geometrical
parameters

\[
dA = C_1 \left( \frac{P}{E} \right) \left( \frac{L_v^4}{s^2} \right)
\]

In this equation, the factor \( P/E \) represents the relative stiffness
of the structure with respect to the loading. From the fundamental
theory defining the hoop stresses in thick-walled cylinders, the
linear inverse relationship between the pressure and the elastic
modulus was noted, whereby a reduction in E was equivalent to an
increase in P.

In Eq. (4), the term \( C_1 \) represents a dimensionless constant that
was simultaneously evaluated with the parameter exponents;
physically, it describes all the dynamics of the slit expansion not
explained by the exponent terms. Further understanding of \( C_1 \) was gained by exploring its relationship to a range of
dimensionless parameters, based on reasonable engineering
judgment. The ratio of crack length (L_v) and pipe circumference
(πD) is a dimensionless parameter commonly used in structural
mechanics to define the relative size of a crack in a pipe or pres-
surized vessel, primarily for circumferential cracks. Employing
this term and plotting the relationship with the coefficient term
\( C_1 \), as shown in Fig. 6, highlights the capacity of \( L_v/\pi D \) as a
predictor of \( C_1 \). Eq. (5) was fitted to the data shown in
Fig. 6 for integration into the final dimensionally homogeneous
formulation.
The time- and temperature-dependent elastic modulus is the multiplicative inverse of the generalized Kelvin-Voigt creep compliance model, with the instantaneous elastic modulus component ($E_{\text{inst}}$) accounted for by the empirically derived temperature-dependent formula presented by Bilgin et al. (2008). The chosen mathematical representation of the viscoelastic behavior has been previously demonstrated to be an effective model of polyethylene material rheology (Covas et al. 2004; Ferrante et al. 2010).

The retardation time components, $\tau_n$, were predetermined before the fitting process to cover the relative short- and long-term behavior of the material; this approach was previously validated in Fox et al. (2016). The time- and temperature-dependent elastic modulus adopted for the linear viscoelastic calibration is

$$E(t, T) = E_{\text{inst}} + E_{\text{visco}} = E(T) + 1/\left(\sum_{n} J_n \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_n}}\right)\right)\right)$$

$$+ J_1 \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_1}}\right)\right) + J_3 \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_3}}\right)\right) + J_5 \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_5}}\right)\right)$$

$$E(T) = 1080\exp\left({-0.0187T}\right) + 1/\left[ J_1 \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_1}}\right)\right) \right] + J_3 \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_3}}\right)\right) + J_5 \left(1 - \exp\left({-\frac{t}{\tau_5}}\right)\right)$$

Experimental data from a single MDPE test section, with a 50-mm internal diameter and 6.5-mm wall thickness ($d/s = 9.69$) and containing a $60 \times 1$ mm slit at three discrete pressure heads (10, 20, and 25 m), were used for the calibration of the viscoelastic constants, using the experimental setup fully described in Fox et al. (2016). A recirculating pipe loop was used, consisting of a 141-m length of pipe of the same specification as the test section, fed by a variable-speed pump. A removable section 62 m downstream of the pump allowed the installation of the test section in the main pipe loop. A single valve downstream of the test section was closed so that the total system flow rate was equal to the leak flow rate through the longitudinal slit. Synchronous measurements of the leak flow rate, pressure, and leak area were recorded under quasi-steady-state conditions (slowly changing) in the controlled laboratory environment. The leak area was measured using a nonintrusive imaging technique, in which images were recorded for the period of pressurization and depressurization and the leak area was calculated using a calibrated binary pixel count.

A nonlinear least-squares methodology was used, using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and a function tolerance of $1 \times 10^{-12}$, to fit the creep compliance terms ($J_n$), using the experimental data of the leak area, pressure head, test section parameters, mean daily temperature, and Eq. (6). As directly measured leak areas were available, the calibration of the viscoelastic model did not require fitting of the coefficient of discharge. Table 3 provides the results and standard errors of the regression for the calibration process. The increase in the standard error of regression with the increasing pressure was primarily a function of the relative short-term conditions (slowly changing) in the controlled laboratory environment. The leak area was measured using a nonintrusive imaging technique, in which images were recorded for the period of pressurization and depressurization and the leak area was calculated using a calibrated binary pixel count.

A nonlinear least-squares methodology was used, using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and a function tolerance of $1 \times 10^{-12}$, to fit the creep compliance terms ($J_n$), using the experimental data of the leak area, pressure head, test section parameters, mean daily temperature, and Eq. (6). As directly measured leak areas were available, the calibration of the viscoelastic model did not require fitting of the coefficient of discharge. Table 3 provides the results and standard errors of the regression for the calibration process. The increase in the standard error of regression with the increasing pressure was primarily a function of the relative short-term conditions (slowly changing) in the controlled laboratory environment. The leak area was measured using a nonintrusive imaging technique, in which images were recorded for the period of pressurization and depressurization and the leak area was calculated using a calibrated binary pixel count.
Table 3. Nonlinear least-squares calibration of creep compliance components for time-dependent elastic modulus for test section with 60 × 1 mm leak at three discrete experimental pressure heads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure head (m)</th>
<th>( J_1 ) ((1/\text{Pa}))</th>
<th>( J_2 ) ((1/\text{Pa}))</th>
<th>( J_3 ) ((1/\text{Pa}))</th>
<th>( J_4 ) ((1/\text{Pa}))</th>
<th>( J_5 ) ((1/\text{Pa}))</th>
<th>Std error (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.94 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>7.73 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>6.22 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>4.81 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.77 × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>8.71 × 10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.72 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>4.961 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>7.84 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>3.43 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.64 × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>1.43 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.11 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>5.71 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>9.94 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>4.20 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.52 × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>4.00 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean values</td>
<td>4.26 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>6.13 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>8.00 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>4.15 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.64 × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incorporation of the Leak Area Model into the FAVAD Equation

To validate the leak area model, including the creep compliance calibration terms, the model was integrated into the FAVAD model, as shown in Eq. (1), where the pressure term in Eq. (6), \( P \), has been converted to the pressure head, \( h(t) \)

\[
Q(t, T) = C_d \left( A_0 + \left( \frac{\pi D}{L_c} \right)^2 + 0.2315 \right) \times \left( \frac{\rho gh(t)}{E(t, T)} \right) \sqrt{2gh(t)} \tag{8}
\]

where \( \rho \) = fluid density. This equation describes the leakage flow rate for longitudinal slits over time due to changes in the internal pressure head as a function of the initial leak area, slit length, pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness, coefficient of discharge, and viscoelastic properties.

Validation of the Dynamic Leakage Model with Independent Flow Measurements

The new relationship [Eq. (8)] was then validated using additional independent physical observations of the leak flow and pressure head in longitudinal slits in MDPE pipes. The leakage flow rates were recorded during 3- to 5-day quasi-steady-state tests, which involved repeated cycles of an 8-h pressurization phase followed by a 16-h depressurization phase. These tests were conducted using the experimental facility described in Fox et al. (2016). To model the leakage flow rate in Eq. (8), a constant discharge coefficient \( (C_d = 0.6) \) was assumed. In Fox et al. (2016), the \( C_d \) values for the slits were shown to vary with different manufactured leaks. To demonstrate the effect of uncertainty in \( C_d \), models were also produced with \( C_d \pm 5\% \). Fig. 7 shows the measured and modeled leak flow rates for the 60 × 1 mm slit.

Fig. 7. Measured and modeled leakage for 60 × 1 mm test section, including the associated \( C_d \) error. Quasi-steady-state pressure heads of 10, 20, and 25 m in ascending order in plot.
The results generally showed a very good correlation with the experimental results. The results indicated that the correlation between the measured and modeled leak flow rates increased with repeated pressurizations. This was a direct result of the calibrated viscoelastic model, which as fitted here favors the long-term response of the leaks. In reality, leaks rarely exist in previously unloaded pipe sections; therefore the effectiveness of the model in predicting the leakage behavior under truly representative distribution-system conditions was not undermined.

Step changes in the measured leakage during each test phase (not including the initial pressurization) were surmised to be the result of the sensitivity of the slits to blockages from system debris. This was observed to be most significant for the 10-m pressure head tests where there was less driving force to cause the expulsion of any debris that reduced the cross-sectional leak area. It is also noteworthy that the pressure heads of 10 m or less were extremely conservative in comparison with real system pressures, due to the minimum service pressure requirements, outlined by Ofwat (2008), to ensure that a minimum pressure of 7.14 m (≈0.7 bar) is maintained at consumer taps.

To confirm the validity of the generalized leakage model, the leakage flow rates from two supplementary test sections were modeled. The test sections contained 20 × 1 mm and 40 × 1 mm artificially manufactured longitudinal slits in a pipe of the same specification as the 60 × 1 mm test section previously described.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the results of the model validation, for which the tests assumed that the value of $C_d$ did not vary during the test; to assess the effect of uncertainty in $C_d$, the results are also shown for $C_d = 0.6 ± 5\%$.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the results, which correspond with those shown in Fig. 7, whereby the correlation of the shape of the curves between the measured and modeled flows increased with time. The offset visible was speculated to be a result of the underprediction of the initial leak area from the experimental data (measurement error ±3.82 mm$^2$).

It may be inferred from the observations that the relative change of the leak flow rate over time decreased as the initial slit length was reduced. This might be explained by the knowledge that the relative change of area over time decreases as the slit length decreases, as described in Eq. (6), due to the increased structural stiffness of the pipe. The results shown support confidence in the validity and effectiveness of the developed model in capturing the pressure-dependent leakage behavior of longitudinal slits in a thick-walled viscoelastic pipe.

**Discussion**

The methodology and results presented here aimed to develop a generalized analytical model to describe the leakage behavior of stable longitudinal slits in a thick-walled viscoelastic pipe, through the combination of numerical simulations and experimental data. Initially, a model form was sought that could accurately capture the pressure-dependent area behavior of longitudinal slits in a linear elastic pipe prior to the calibration of the viscoelastic components.

The assessment of the slit face loading highlighted the need to fully understand the influence of this loading and how it would change with the increasing area. An appreciation of the external ground conditions and the leak hydraulics is necessary to fully explore this phenomenon. The current leakage model [Eq. (8)] presents an idealized representation of the leakage behavior of fully submerged longitudinal slits in MDPE pipes, assuming negligible external loading, and is therefore not truly representative of leaks found in real water-distribution systems. Further work is required to fully understand the behavior of buried leaking pipes. Consideration of the structural interaction between an external medium and the pipe as well as the effects on the leakage hydraulics will further enhance the ability to accurately quantify the behavior of this particular failure type. This does prevent the dimensionally homogeneous model developed in this paper providing a unique insight into the fundamental structural behavior of this failure type.
Furthermore, the residual manufacturing stresses were found predominantly to affect the initial leak size and had a negligible impact on how the slits changed shape with time.

The statistical evaluation of the FEA results indicated the most dominant parameters (the slit length, pipe diameter, wall thickness, pressure, and elastic modulus) in the observed structural behavior, allowing less significant parameters (the slit width and Poisson ratio) to be removed from further analysis. Exploring the dimensionless coefficient $C_1$ showed that a better model fit could be achieved if this were assumed to be a function of $\pi D/L_c$, the relative size of the leak to the pipe diameter.

An interesting finding was the triviality of the slit width, which was shown to directly influence the initial area only. Similarly, a maximum relative slit length limit was highlighted in the analysis, whereby the test sections with a slit length-to-pipe circumference ratio greater than 1 deviated from the derived model predictions.

The fundamental difference between the leak area models for longitudinal slits in linear elastic pipes, as presented in Eq. (6), and the expression from van Zyl and Cassa (2014), is that the models were derived from thick-walled and thin-walled FEA, respectively. Comparison of the predictive capabilities of the two models (Fig. 10) highlights the consequence of this, whereby the change of the leak area was significantly overpredicted by Eq. (6) for thin-walled pipes and vice versa for the van Zyl and Cassa (2014) model. Note that there is a much higher frequency for the thick-walled simulated models in comparison with the thin-walled models.

The disparity in the results for each predictive model presented is surmised to result principally from the inherent difference in the cross-sectional material stress distribution and hence the localized deformations between thick- and thin-walled pipes. Additionally, the boundary conditions used by Cassa and van Zyl (2008) pre-defined the mode of deformation, limiting the displacement in the direction of the leak and potentially reducing the change of the leak area. The net deformations of the pressurized leaks were judged to be dependent on two primary modes of deformation, material bulging and bending moment, recognized by De Miranda et al. (2012). The boundary conditions used by Cassa and van Zyl (2008) may, however, reflect the boundary conditions for buried pipes where the surrounding soil acts as an additional pipe restraint, limiting the deformation due to the applied moment and thereby increasing the significance of the localized pipe bulging. The boundary conditions presented here reflect the experimental setup, thereby providing a platform to accurately calibrate and validate the derived dynamic leakage model using a combination of numerical simulations and physical observations.

Eq. (4) represents a simple and computationally efficient expression to describe the dependent dynamic leak area, based on the numerical modeling. This is particularly important in incorporating the time-dependent viscoelastic behavior, which would require extreme levels of data processing if other derived models were used (De Miranda et al. 2012).

There is no clear means of determining the most effective representation of viscoelasticity to use (Purkayastha and Peleg 1984). The decision criterion is therefore based on the most efficient model to describe the observed physical behavior. The generalized Kelvin-Voigt mathematical representation was demonstrated to be an effective means of predicting the structural response of such dynamic leaks. The calibrated creep compliances here are relevant only for the exact MDPE used in these tests; it is therefore not feasible to directly equate the components for the different viscoelastic materials, including the various grades of MDPE, high-density polyethylene (HDPE), and PVC.

The aim of the calibration process was to derive a dimensionally homogeneous model that captured the full characteristic response of the observed dynamic behavior, without directly apportioning this to specific molecular processes. An 11-component viscoelastic model was shown to accurately describe the short-term and long-term structural responses of the leak and the instantaneous elastic and retarded viscous components. If the long-term response only (for example, the leak area’s opening after 24 h) were required, it would be possible to simplify the model by removing the lower-order retardation time components. However, this would,
for example, greatly reduce the capacity of the model to accurately quantify the total daily leakage volume.

The presented leakage model [Eq. (8)] offers potential benefits to understanding leakage control through pressure management. Currently, the simple exponent approach does not accurately reflect the true complexity of the pressure–leakage relationship observed in viscoelastic pipes. The model proposed in this article will allow engineers to more accurately understand the implications of changing the pressures in their systems, and the resulting increase or decrease in the leakage rates.

**Conclusion**

A generalized analytical model to describe the structural response and subsequent leakage through a longitudinal slit in a thick-walled viscoelastic polyethylene pipe was developed, calibrated, and validated through the use of numerical simulations and experimental data. The derivation of a dimensionally homogeneous expression defined the structural dynamics of a leak in a linear elastic pipe material, with experimental data used to calibrate the time-dependent elastic modulus in a PE pipe. Validation of the developed relationship was successfully demonstrated by the use of independent experimental results.

The proposed model provides a means to assess the time-dependent leakage response for longitudinal slits for a range of parameters, including the leak geometry, pipe dimensions, and hydraulic loading conditions. This fundamental understanding of how leaks behave in water-distribution systems is crucial to improving the current leakage levels by enabling new and improved leakage management strategies.

---

**Fig. 10.** Histograms of the ratio of numerically simulated using FEA (\(A_{\text{sim}}\)) and predicted (\(A_{\text{pred}}\)) leak areas of longitudinal slits in pressurized pipes: (a) Eq. (4) prediction of leak area of longitudinal slits in thin-walled pipes using parameters from Cassa and van Zyl (2008); and (b) expression from Cassa and van Zyl (2011) of leak area of longitudinal slits in thick-walled pipes using parameters from Table 1.
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**Notation**

The following symbols are used in this paper:

- \(A_0\) = constant initial leak area;
- \(C_d\) = coefficient of discharge;
- \(C_i\) = empirical constants of the derived equations;
- \(D\) = pipe diameter;
- \(dA\) = change of leak area;
- \(E\) = pipe material Young’s modulus;
- \(E_{\text{inst}}\) = instantaneous elastic modulus of viscoelastic material;
- \(g\) = gravitational acceleration;
- \(h\) = driving head across the leak orifice;
- \(J(t)\) = viscoelastic creep compliance function;
- \(J_i\) = viscoelastic creep compliance coefficients;
- \(L_c\) = manufactured slit length;
- \(m\) = constant that determines the rate that area changes with internal head;
- \(P_{\text{slit}}\) = slit face pressure loading;
- \(P\) = internal pipe pressure;
- \(Q\) = leakage flow rate;
- \(s\) = pipe wall thickness;
- \(T\) = temperature of the pipe;
- \(t\) = time coordinate;
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